
 

 

 

PATIENT ACCOUNT SPECIALIST 

Nanuet, NY 
 

Northeast Orthopedics and Sports Medicine has several Orthopedics practices in Rockland, 

Orange and Westchester counties. We currently have an exciting opportunity as a Patient 

Account Specialist based out of our Nanuet, NY central business office. 

 

Job Summary 

The Patient Pay Collection Specialist works a dual position with responsibilities in both Patient 

Pay A/R and Collections. This position works on a Self-Pay AR Report which captures 

outstanding accounts that need to be collected. You will be responsible for the follow-up and 

collections patient balances. 

 

Minimum Qualifications 

 Understands and implements the collection process for patient balances which are 

in arrears. This includes a complete understanding insurance claim adjudication as 

well as patient's Benefits& Eligibility. 

 High level of Customer Service is necessary when performing this process. A mixture 

of compassion, billing knowledge and financial counseling will be required for all 

patient interactions. 

 Contacts patients through outbound phone calls regarding overdue patient 

balances; explains financial obligations and collects either payment in full or comes 

to mutual terms with the patient for payment arrangements. 

 Follows all of company parameters regarding patient payment arrangements and 

discounting of patient balances. 

 Maintains appropriate documentation of all collection activities pertaining to patient 

accounts. 

 Telephones insurance companies to confirm eligibility and coverage conditions on 

patient insurance. 

 Prepares accounts for submission to collection agency utilizing company protocols. 

 Processes all credit card daily. 

 Works Returned Mail. 

 Intake of incoming phone calls from patients. 

 Update Patient demographics with new insurance information 

 

Required Skills 

 Bilingual in English and Spanish is a MUST 



 

 

 High School Diploma / GED 

 Knowledge of CPT, HCPCS, and ICD-10 codes 

 Computer savvy and Data Entry skills 

 Great interpersonal skills 

 Excellent communication skills (written and verbal) 

 Strong attention to detail 

 Medical Billing and Patient Collections experience preferred (will train right 

candidate) 

 Experienced in Orthopedics a plus 

 

SCHEDULE: 

 8 hour shift 
 Day shift 
 Monday to Friday 

 

BENEFITS: 

 401(k) 
 401(k) matching 
 Dental insurance 
 Disability insurance 
 Flexible spending account 
 Health insurance 
 Life insurance 
 Paid time off 
 Vision insurance 

Interested candidates should email their resume to mgarabed@neosmteam.com. 
 
NEOSM is an equal opportunity employer. All applicants will be considered for employment 

without attention to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national 

origin, veteran or disability status. 
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